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CHARACTERS

CANTONA

PETERSON

Both men are middle-aged.

NOTES ON THE SCRIPT

Several lines of text in Scene Five are adapted from Les Chimères 
by Gérard de Nerval (1854).

‘Heterosexual male culture is homoerotic; it is man-loving.’
Marilyn Frye

The Politics of Reality

This play went to press before the end of rehearsals and may differ 
from the play as performed.
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SCENE ONE

In the black, a bar fridge opens. Inside, pristine neon bottles of Gatorade 
gleam in the fluorescent light. A hand reaches in and retrieves one.
The door closes; the light of the fridge blinks out.
We begin to sense more of the room. An Airbnb, in the city, in the night. 
Not one of those rentals with the constant reminders of an owner’s home, 
or a family—no photos hanging on the walls. This is a place where no-
one lives.
Two men. Each is dressed like they’ve come straight from work. CANTONA 
wears a waiter’s uniform; PETERSON, a suit. PETERSON has a pair of 
binoculars hanging around his neck.
PETERSON unscrews the bottle of Gatorade. He drinks deeply.
He holds out the bottle to CANTONA. CANTONA accepts; he drinks.
They pass the Gatorade back and forth for a long while before they start 
to speak.

PETERSON: I’m getting worried about Tiger Woods.
Pause.

CANTONA: And why is that?
Beat.

PETERSON: Because he likes to scuba dive.
Pause.

CANTONA: What’s wrong with scuba diving?
Beat.

PETERSON: It’s dangerous.
Beat.

CANTONA: You mean he could drown.
Pause.

PETERSON: He shouldn’t scuba dive until he retires.
Beat.
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ERIC GARDINER2

CANTONA: Maybe he does it to relax.
PETERSON: Well, it—it makes me nervous.

Long pause.
Where are you living?

CANTONA: You know where my place is.
PETERSON: You’re still there?
CANTONA: I’m still there.

Pause.
PETERSON: Yeah.

Beat.
You rent. I own.

PETERSON holds up his phone.
How’d you get this number?

CANTONA: What colour eyes have I got?
Beat.

Don’t look.
CANTONA covers his eyes.

PETERSON: Blue … or, or a sort of … bluey-brown?
Beat.

Green—green, then.
Beat.

I don’t know. I didn’t look when you came in, I was busy closing the 
door.

Pause.
Do you remember that guy, that guy from school, and he was always 
making movies?

Pause.
You have to know the name, like he’d … he would make these little 
films with his camcorder, and he’d cut the tape together, and they’d 
show them in assembly.

Beat.
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He would put this little logo on the end, with his name.
Beat.

CANTONA: Mitchell.
PETERSON: Mitchell, yeah. I saw him in the street. And his eyes, they 

just slipped right over me. No purchase. But I see him, and right 
away—I’m back. It’s Year Ten. It’s some big house party. It’s the 
Eastern suburbs. The parents, they’re out of town. They’re in Portsea, 
or whatever. And Mitchell, he’s with this chick, right? Leads her up 
the spiral staircase. It’s a great, white, endless bed, up in Mum and 
Dad’s room. And it’s all happening. But then Mitchell, his franger 
splits.

Beat.
And what do you think this soft cock goes and does?

Pause.
Come on, you—you have to guess.

Pause.
CANTONA: He, I don’t know, he … 
PETERSON: Mitchell. He goes to his backpack on the floor. What does 

he do?
CANTONA: He, he … calls his mum—
PETERSON: Fuck off, come on—
CANTONA: He, he goes downstairs … he—
PETERSON: He stays there. He sits on the end of the bed. He unzips 

the full length of his sports bag. And he pulls out the black hulk: his 
precious Betamax.

CANTONA: No—
PETERSON: He gets out the camcorder, and he puts it to his shoulder, and 

he starts shooting.
Beat.

And Mitchell, he makes the girl say … what?
Pause.

Come on. Say it.
Beat.
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CANTONA: She’ll get rid of the kid.
PETERSON: She’ll get rid of the kid.

Pause.
CANTONA: That’s not a contract.
PETERSON: That’s your response; that’s what you’re taking away from 

my story?
CANTONA: I mean it wouldn’t be binding.

Beat.
And she doesn’t even know if she’s—

PETERSON takes out his phone and points it—he has the light 
activated on the front of the camera. CANTONA shields his eyes.

PETERSON: Get those little hands out of your face. Come on—look at 
me. Look at me!

CANTONA looks at the camera.
Now, I can’t be in this situation. I’m going places. I’m on my way 
somewhere.

Beat.
This is just a party. Just a weekend thing. And all you’ve got to do 
is say it.

Beat.
Say it. After me.

A moment, then PETERSON’s phone suddenly rings in his hand.
It rings a few times before he answers.

Hey, lovely.
Pause.

Friday? And back on the Saturday?
Beat.

Right.
Pause.

Late—just late.
Beat.
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I don’t know. I don’t know how long.
Beat.

No.
Beat.

No—I don’t want to tell you a time and then have it change.
Beat.

Yeah, right.
Beat.

Indonesian.
Beat.

Indonesian’s good.
He hangs up.
He softly kisses the screen of the phone goodbye.

She’s got a special ringtone.
CANTONA: Was that your first dance or something?
PETERSON: Yeah. Her dad’s a big fan.

He pulls out an e-cigarette and starts to puff.
She likes making plans. She loves it. She’s got me on this Google 
Calendar. Colour codes. Red for yoga; blue for date night. You can 
set them up so they repeat forever.

CANTONA gestures to the e-cigarette.
CANTONA: Does that help you with your cravings?

Beat.
What’s the flavour?

PETERSON: Green tea.
CANTONA: I hate that taste.

Pause.
PETERSON: Not yet.
CANTONA: When?
PETERSON: Next time, maybe.

Pause.
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